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• Australia's warmest year on record, with the annual 

national mean temperature 1.52 °C above average, 

significant heatwaves in January and in December

• 2019 was also the driest year on record, severe 

drought in NSW and southern QLD.

• There has been a long-term increase in extreme fire 

weather, and in the length of the fire season, across 

large parts of Australia.

State of the Climate 2019

http://www.bom.gov.au/state-of-the-climate/



• Make New South 

Wales more 

resilient to a 

changing climate

• Net Zero 

Emissions by 

2050

NSW Climate Change Policy Framework

Paris Agreement 2015: Established Global commitment to achieve net 
zero emissions by 2050 



Projecting multiple future SCENARIOS

Business as Usual

Emission reduction

Paris Agreement



Low versus high emissions scenarios… 

Source: World Resources Institute www.wri.org/resources/ Choose-your-future-4-possible-emissions-pathways



Climate Projections – North Coast



Climate-related risks and opportunities 

Physical Transition Liability

Direct and indirect 
exposure to climate shocks 
(extreme weather events) 
and stresses (chronic 
changes).

Risks arising from people 
or business seeking 
compensation for climate-
related losses.  

“If future generations do 
suffer from severe climate 
change, who will they hold 
responsible?” 

Risks and opportunities 
arising from the transition 
to a low-carbon economy. 



NSW Treasury

Drivers for addressing climate risks

Guy Debelle, RBA Deputy 
Governor 2019

“Both the physical impact of 
climate change and the 

transition are likely to have first-
order economic effects”

APRA Executive Member 2017
“…Australia’s financial sector can 
expect to see more emphasis on 

disclosure around climate risk 
exposure and management”

Centre for Policy Development & 
MinterEllison - 2019 

“public authorities likely have duties of 
care and diligence to consider climate 

risk….which are at least as stringent as 
the duties of private corporation 

directors.”

NSW Minister for Energy and 
Environment 

“…We have a responsibility to the 
NSW people to make this transition 

as painless as possible.”

NSW Treasury 

Mark Carney, Governor of Bank 
of England 2019

“…(firms) that fail to adapt will 
cease to exist.”



Local government is experiencing greater impacts 

from climate change in 2018…



Climate Change Planning



NSW Net Zero Plan

https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/topics/climate-change/net-zero-plan



Current state: NSW emissions by emissions source

Source: Environment, Energy & Science, Department of Planning, Industry and Environment



Helping councils plan for a 

low emissions future



Source: https://snapshotclimate.com.au/



• Nearly all of councils in NSW have 
completed a CCRA

• Most have focused on climate change 
risks to council assets, operations and 
services

• Majority completed over 5 years ago

• Councils are starting to revise their 
CCRAs and increasingly looking to 
address risks that extend beyond their 
operations to local communities

Climate Change Risk Assessment

Does your council have 
a Climate Change Risk 
Assessment (CCRA)?

2015
70% of respondents 

indicated they had a CCRA
2018

44% of respondents 
indicated they had a CCRA



This guide offers a step-by-step process to 

conduct or revise a climate change risk 

assessment. It aims to ensure council systems 

are resilient, by working through an analytical 

process that:

• identifies and assesses the risks that climate 

change poses to council assets and services

• prioritises actions for decision-making, 

adaptation planning, budgeting and community 

engagement.

Climate Change Risk Assessment



Building Resilience to Climate Change (BRCC)
Increasing Resilience to Climate Change (IRCC)

• Building a community of 
adaptation practice in NSW 
– 5 grant rounds

• BRCC - 21 projects with 
$1,387,486 grant funding

• IRCC – 23 projects with 
$2,255,530 grant funding

• IRCC (Community stream)

• Round 3 will open mid 
2020



Enabling Regional Adaptation

• Cultural Heritage

• Emergency Management 

• Energy 

• Resilient Communities

• Tourism

• Settlements & Land Use Planning

• Infrastructure and Water

• Food and Agriculture

• Biodiversity



Resilient communities
Definition: Diverse, healthy, inclusive, well prepared and connected communities
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SYSTEM DRIVERS

BUSINESS-AS-USUAL

C
hanging com
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e event im
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Service delivery expectations
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Inadequate planning, 
decision m

aking

C
ultural change 

TRANSFORMED SYSTEM

2050

Health and transport services are adequate & affordable 
Social services and community sectors are coordinated 
with enhanced capacity
Regional partnerships with Indigenous communities  
embed knowledge exchange, resource sharing, resilient 
communities, and innovative industries for sustainability
Regional multi-culturalism accommodates demographic 
change (e.g., island refugees)
Transport meets demand and is connected, affordable 
and environmentally sustainable
Communities are diverse, well prepared and connected, 
more self-sufficient, employed and inclusive 
Communities embrace equality and inclusiveness 
through shared understanding of pre-European history and 
its knowledge and application 
Social cohesion and connectedness contribute support to 
community embedded emergency management planning 
Innovative incentives support volunteerism in community 
services (e.g. HECS, work for the dole)
New residents and tourists are welcomed and provided 
with regional information raising awareness of person-
centred preparedness 
Exposure to illness and injury reduced for vulnerable 
community groups 
Outpatients are responsive to emergency management 
advice (e.g., evacuation)
‘Clean and green’ communities through reduced levels of 
chemical dependency (legal and illicit) 
Communities’ health and wellbeing is increased through 
agile & responsive programs
Regional employment embeds workforce equity for all 
ages

Health promotion in NSW
Ageing,  multi-cultural community (refugee 
resettlement)
Community silos, lack of connectivity and cohesion
Indigenous population above NSW average 
High suicide rates youth, construction sector 
Responsive mental health services but sector not 
adequately resourced
Increasing vulnerability and social economic 
disadvantage (affects flood recovery)
Inadequate public transport (coverage, frequency, 
cost), lack of school and TAFE transport
Councils/SES engaging communities in climate risk
Need to reach new residents including multi-
cultural communities
Relocation of social services (under investing in 
social capital) 
Inequitable access to jobs increases the gap in 
employment across communities
Lack of housing affordability, high house prices and  
population change 
Skills training programs not designed to align with 
jobs 
Workforce is ageing and young people leave
Increasing participation in tertiary education
Expanding delivery of resilience programs

H
ousing affordability

Transient lifestyle destination



CASE STUDY - NOWRA Council - Adapting the 
Nowra CBD for cooling and amenity
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• Shoalhaven City Council identified that 
vulnerable and elderly residents were 
exposed to hot days in the Nowra Central 
Business District.

• An urban revitalisation project at Egan’s 
Lane Park to introduce an evaporative 
cooling solution and other infrastructure 
to alleviate heat stress on high 
temperature days, while also providing 
better civic space, shade, water and 
seating to meet articulated community 
needs.



Case study: Emergency management 

Bega Valley Shire Council:
Cooler places for a warmer climate: community hall upgrade in Bemboka, Quaama and 
Wyndham.

Bega District News December 2018 Chilling out in the heat

Picture of community halls to be 
upgraded here



Individuals, Councils, Community Service 
Organisations and Business

https://www.emergency.nsw.gov.au/getready

Get Ready



Transition North Coast



Questions… 


